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Confederation Earth 

as an inevitable form of political organization 

 

Since at some point you will realize your bodily smallness 

in the Universe, and your intellectual grandiosity as a form 

of manifestation of the Absolute, a unique planetary social 

arrangement is inevitable. And not something that will be 

imposed by some fascist or utopian philosophy, but 

spontaneous; by humanizing experience, that the way we 

live now makes no sense. 

Primarily, states with fascist attitudes towards economically 

underdeveloped and socio-politically disordered 

communities of tribal and national sizes are meaningless. 

Fascism is the arrogance of European states based on 

speculative, and essentially worthless, philosophical systems 

of the last three centuries. 

The height of conceit is the self-proclaimed elitism of 

members of secret societies; what kind of theosophical, 

anthroposophical, Asian-esoteric, Masonic, ... and only God 

knows what kind of knights and orders there are. 

Seen from the point of view of mathematicians, engineers, 

biologists, physicists, astrophysicists, artists, musicians, ... it 

is really a shame to fall so low and consider yourself today a 

theosophist, anthroposophist, communist, existentialist, 

deconstructionist, pessimist, ... when things are very simple; 

as for the part of physics that cannot be measured by 

instruments. 

The reality behind physics (metaphysics) is actually physics, 

in which there are no laboratory repetitions and guinea pigs. 
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Without physics, there is no metaphysics. That is, the so-

called metaphysics is explainable by physics. God is real, 

true. Existing. 

But He can be understood by slightly stronger brains than 

those who "stitched" the Vedas, Phenomenology of Spirit, 

Organon, “Kapital”, "Being And Time” (Sein und Zeit”, 

Theory of  Relativity, ... 

There will always be idiots on Earth, and that means we will 

always need the police, but for once, as a planetary 

community of mostly noble people, we won't need soldiers 

and guns. 

Because, just as no country invests in its army now, to have 

it against itself, so in the Confederation of Earth, we will not 

need a confederate army, against the confederation. 

As soon as we stop investing in the production of means of 

destruction, we will have funds for food and education for 

the children of the whole world, for wages for workers, 

which are above the maintenance of the simple reproduction 

of the Labor force. 

According to my understanding of the intellectual and 

technological level of the current Earthlings - the Earth 

Confederation is somewhere close; around the corner, where 

Psychiatry for the elite is located. 

It is not necessary to kill anyone, remove anyone, ... 

 

Anyone who has managed to complete legal studies in order 

to manipulate laws, anyone who has managed to learn 

banking in order to manipulate money, anyone who has 

managed to learn sociology in order to manipulate masses of 
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people, etc... can easily learn what the meaning of honesty 

is; in work and life. Where there is a will, there is a way. 

In ten years, the Earth Confederation is a reality. 

It would be enough just not to disturb the project. 

Those who would not like the loss of elitism, on billions of 

hard currency units, do not have to want the Confederation 

of the Earth. It is enough that they do not invest their money 

in the destruction of that possibility. Because there are 

certainly many people, on this planet, who would agree that 

all the treasures of this planet belong to all people, that 

everyone enjoys freedom. 

 

I have a program. 

I don't have the money to help the idea, nor to make the 

program public. 

In the education of new politicians, it would be enough to 

invest less than 1% of what is invested in weapons for the 

current slaughterhouse on Earth. 

Ten years! 

But only if you all want it. 

If you don't all want the Confederacy of Earth - read this as 

a fairy tale, because no one needs the idea for a new military 

slaughterhouse. 
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Basic conditions for admission of some country into 

Confederation Earth is to be a planetary political unit. 

 

Confederation Earth will, as political organization, be based 

on free access and exit of confederate states; into or out of 

it. Basic conditions for admission of some country to 

Confederation Earth are following: 

01. that confederal state does not have an army, 

02. that confederal state does not tolerate violence against  

      women, 

03. that confederal state does not tolerate violence against  

      children, 

04. that confederal state does not tolerate violence against  

      animals, 

05. that confederal state does not tolerate corruption in  

      public services, 

06. that confederal state does not tolerate violence  

      by men, trained in martial arts, outside of public  

      sports competitions in martial arts, 

07. that confederal state does not tolerate violence  

      by women, trained in martial arts, outside of  

      public sports competitions in martial arts, 

08. that confederal state has option of death penalty in its  

      civil laws: 

a. for anyone who rapes a child, 

b. for anyone who kills a human being out of selfishness, 

c. for anyone who kills a human being out of jealousy, 

d. for anyone who kills a human being out of revenge, 

e. for anyone who kills a human being according to   

    a custom of a tribe, nation or confederated state, 
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f. for anyone who gets a person under age of twenty one  

   "hooked" on hard drugs. 

 

09. that confederal state does not persecute homosexuals, 

10. that confederal state does not allow propagation of      

      homosexuality, 

11. that confederal state does not allow men homosexual  

      couples adopting of children, 

12. that confederal state allows free sale of all types of  

      drugs and opiates through stores registered for sale of  

      drugs and alcoholic beverages, 

13. that confederal state allows all religions, 

14. that confederal state allows sale of all religious,  

      political and philosophical books, in stores registered  

      for sale of books, 

15. that confederal state does not permit religious 

      education of any denomination; neither in elementary,   

      nor in secondary schools, nor in the police, 

16. that confederal state does not allow the propagation  

      of religious views, through private visits and gatherings  

      in a private rooms, 

17. that confederal state isolates for three years any human   

      being who intentionally destroys a monument of   

      religious group or person, 

18. that confederal state isolates for three years  

      any human being who publicly or privately insults a  

      religious belief or religious group, person, 

19. that confederal state does not grant child allowance to  

      children, above the number of three per married couple, 

20. that confederal state does not allow voting in political  

      elections to persons who have completed their working 
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      life; they can be elected to the board if they are in life   

      force, 

21. that confederal state does not allow any adult to vote,  

      who does not know all political programs of all  

      parties and politicians who go to political elections, 

22. that confederal state does not let any party and any  

      politician, who has not crossed paths with the  

      political systems of twentieth and earlier centuries of  

      this civilization, into political election contest, 

23. that confederal state allows that the president  

      of confederal state can only be a human being,  

      who knows all segments of the Absolute, i. e. who  

      has understood the universal State of things and  

      the purpose of moral living of human beings, that  

      is, welfare of the entire human species, from moral  

      living of the human individuals. 

24. The prime minister of confederated state can only be  

      a person who has been confirmed to possess  

      knowledge mentioned in point 23. 

25. If such a person does not exist in the country that is  

      a candidate for entry into Confederation Earth, or in  

      confederated state such a person has died, and there is  

      no qualified person from the people of that country,  

      for position of the president, then a qualified person  

      must be appointed from another confederal state. 

26. Education of all politicians of entire Confederation  

      Earth must be done with the philosophical  

      literature "Metaphysics of Fifth Epoch" by Dragoljub  

      M. V. P. Especially when we keep in mind the  

      political-philosophical dilettantism of "Bamberg  

      program" of June 9, 1996. 
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27. Confederation Earth must have its own army, to  

      fight against big gangs; which can be numerically  

      greater and more armed than police of confederate  

      state, in which criminal group is active. 

28. Confederation Earth must finance and maintain  

      defense system against large extraterrestrial bodies  

      and possible existing extraterrestrial beings  

      dangerous to the planet Earth. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Basic conditions for admission of a country 

to the Confederation Earth - explained in detail 
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Basic condition no. 1 for admission to Confederation: 
that the country does not have an army. 

At the beginning of this volume, it was said that it is clear to 

everyone that no country invests its wealth in its army in 

order to have it against itself. 

(Dženan Smajić for Aljaseer) wrote on May 8, 2021 (for the 

year 2020): 

"US military spending has surpassed that of China, India, 

Russia, Great Britain, Saudi Arabia, Germany, France, 

Japan, South Korea, Italy and Australia combined." 

"Last year, (2021) the countries of the world spent a total of 

2,113 billion dollars on armies." 

https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/svijet/globalna-izdvajanja-za-

naoruzavanje-po-prvi-put-premasila-2-triliona-

dolara/220425016  

We will need this data when we think about investing a 

percentage of this money in the education of the children of 

the Confederation.  

 

Basic condition no. 2 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not tolerate violence against women.  

Primarily violent towards women are those, who are made 

by nature to be physically stronger; to protect women in 

their (women's) special situations: in pregnancy and, in 

simple social communities, from wild beasts. 

Types of violence against women are known to all people 

today and have nothing to do with savagery, but are 

expressions of bestiality, 

i.e., the mental illnesses of so-called cultivated primates. 

During 2019, doctors throughout Serbia noticed, during 

examinations, and reported as many as 4,105 cases of 

violence against women, the latest report of the Institute for 

https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/svijet/globalna-izdvajanja-za-naoruzavanje-po-prvi-put-premasila-2-triliona-dolara/220425016
https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/svijet/globalna-izdvajanja-za-naoruzavanje-po-prvi-put-premasila-2-triliona-dolara/220425016
https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/svijet/globalna-izdvajanja-za-naoruzavanje-po-prvi-put-premasila-2-triliona-dolara/220425016
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Public Health of Serbia "Dr. Milan Jovanović Batut" 

showed. 

Written by: Zlatko Čonkaš 16.08.2020. https://www.blic.rs  
 

Basic condition no. 3 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not tolerate violence against children. 

"13 years ago, in Zvezdara forest (Belgrade), Mališa 

Jevtović, in front of his girlfriend Ana Filipović, who was 

guarding him, raped and beat her three-year-old daughter 

Katarina Janković. The unfortunate girl died of her injuries 

in the hospital. 

Written by: Ana Ž. Adžić 18.07.2018. https://www.blic.rs  

 

"17 years ago, Mališa Jevtović (47) raped three-year-old 

Katarina Kaja Janković to death in Zvezdara forest in 

Belgrade, while her mother Ana Filipović (40) was standing 

guard." Written by: Mondo on February 11, 2022. 

https://www.blic.rs  

 

"Pavle, a 15-month-old boy from Podgorica, was brutally 

beaten two days ago in the house where he lived with his 

mother and stepfather. He died yesterday in the hospital as a 

result of the beating. 

Written by: Bojana Bogosav on February 7, 2018. 

(BLIC VESTI REREPUBLIC OF SERBIA) 

What is there to talk about such crimes?  

  

Basic condition no. 4 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not tolerate violence against animals. 

"In Zagreb, the trial of Croatian entrepreneur I. I. (41), 

simultaneously employed in the European Parliament, who 

physically and sexually abused his two dogs, should begin 

soon. 

https://www.blic.rs/
https://www.blic.rs/
https://www.blic.rs/
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He was arrested in September 2015 under the suspicion that 

he had been carrying out this heinous act since 2009." 

Written by: M. B/Jutranji list 26.04.2017.  

 

"The latest case of abuse and torture of animals was 

recorded yesterday in Pančevo, more precisely in the 

vicinity of Omoljica, where 11 murdered dogs were found.  

... dogs were found in the Ponjavica canal, where a 

Staffordshire dog wrapped in chains was thrown into the 

water, another was completely in the stage of 

decomposition, and nine puppies were suffocated in a bag 

and then thrown into the water." 

Written by: R. B. 21.02.2019. https://www.blic.rs  

 

Basic condition no. 5 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not tolerate corruption in public services. 

"Former Ambassador of Serbia to the UN: "Corruption and 

organized crime are no longer part of the underground in our 

country, that is now POLITICAL ECONOMY" 

Uglješa Zvekić, former ambassador and representative of 

Serbia at the United Nations in Geneva. 

Today, the ambassador of the European Organization for 

Public Law to the United Nations in Vienna and a university 

professor in Italy, as well as the chief adviser of the Global 

Initiative against Transnational Organized Crime from 

Geneva, in an interview for NIN ... Written by: Milan 

Radonjić 02.06.2021. 

 

Basic condition no. 6 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not tolerate violence by men trained in 

martial arts, outside of sports competitions in martial arts.  

https://www.blic.rs/
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INDICTMENT FILED AGAINST VIOLENT FROM NOVI 

SAD Ivan Kontić accused of ATTEMPTED MURDER due 

to brutal beating.  

The higher public prosecutor's office in Novi Sad filed an 

indictment against Ivan Kontić (30), charging him with the 

attempted murder of Miljan Mandić on August 24 in Novi 

Sad, whom he beat on that occasion. 

Written by: Z. Č. 07.05.2021. 

 

Written by: Tanjug 06/04/2021. 

"As a former member of the Montenegrin national team in 

judo, Kontić knows how serious, life-threatening injuries 

can be inflicted..." 

https://www.kurir.rs/crna-hronika/3530303/duzi-snimak-

brutalnog-prebijanja-u-novom-sadu-evo-kako-je-pocelo-i-

kako-se-zavrsilo-izivljavanje-uznemirujuci-video  

 

Basic condition no. 7 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not tolerate violence by women trained in 

martial arts, outside of sports competitions in martial arts. 

"Young and menopausal women most often abuse men 

According to data from the General Hospital in Sremska 

Mitrovica, men are one-sixth of the total number of patients 

admitted as victims of domestic violence, but psychological 

abuse is still more common." 

AUTHOR: Mreža 21 (Zdenka Kožik) INFO June 24, 2016. 

 

Basic condition no. 8 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state has the death penalty option in its laws: 

a. for anyone who rapes a child. 

You don't need to get too excited when a petty thief steals 

some food, because he's hungry. But why does someone 

have to rape a child and, in order to hide the traces of his 

https://www.kurir.rs/crna-hronika/3530303/duzi-snimak-brutalnog-prebijanja-u-novom-sadu-evo-kako-je-pocelo-i-kako-se-zavrsilo-izivljavanje-uznemirujuci-video
https://www.kurir.rs/crna-hronika/3530303/duzi-snimak-brutalnog-prebijanja-u-novom-sadu-evo-kako-je-pocelo-i-kako-se-zavrsilo-izivljavanje-uznemirujuci-video
https://www.kurir.rs/crna-hronika/3530303/duzi-snimak-brutalnog-prebijanja-u-novom-sadu-evo-kako-je-pocelo-i-kako-se-zavrsilo-izivljavanje-uznemirujuci-video
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crime, kill the child? Even rape itself is not to be tolerated, 

and even less so is the killing of a previously raped child; 

women, ... 

So, there really are crimes that must be so qualified that the 

perpetrator must be sentenced to death, and it is high time 

that all countries of the world return the death penalty to 

their Criminal Laws. 

Some philosopher said that the unsaid also exists in the said. 

In the done there is also the unsaid. If someone considers 

nations that allow blood revenge to be primitive, let them 

think that a nation that allows blood revenge is, 

unconsciously, on the right path of not tolerating evil 

beyond the sense of tolerance. 

In order for no one to have to resort to revenge murder, an 

uncorrupted judiciary is necessary, and before that, 

uncorrupted investigative bodies of a criminal act. 

b. for anyone who kills a human being out of selfishness. 

a corrupt judge must also be convicted of murder out of self-

interest, as well as corrupt investigative bodies, who put an 

innocent person to the death penalty, out of self-interest; in 

order to hide the real culprit through investigation and 

conviction. 

c. for anyone who kills a human being out of jealousy. 

Murder out of jealousy must not be condemned otherwise 

than with the death penalty, because no person has to live 

with another, whom they do not like as a love or family 

partner, and can go far without killing. 

d. for anyone who kills a human being out of revenge. 

In order to eradicate revenge killings, we must, as I have 

already said, have an uncorrupted judiciary and an 

uncorrupted police (investigative authorities): This means 

that we must introduce the death penalty for revenge killings 
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only in those countries where there is complete trust in the 

judiciary and investigative authorities. 

This trust must not be doubted until the people of the 

country, through a referendum, in a percentage higher than 

75% of the voters (three quarters of adult citizens) qualifies 

him as honest; non-corrupt; undoubtedly. With a corrupt 

judiciary and corrupt police (investigative bodies) of the 

state, no state can introduce the death penalty in the Codes: 

The basis of order in the state is an honest police and an 

honest judiciary. 

Since police officers and soldiers have benefited seniority, 

they must, for the benefits of living in an orderly state, to 

which they themselves contributed with their honest work 

(if they contributed), and for the benefits of retired life, 

beyond several decades in an orderly state, and the benefits 

of honest work and deserve. 

e. for anyone who kills a human being according to  
a custom of a tribe, nation or state. 

Somewhere, there are still beliefs that by eating the brain or 

heart of an extraordinarily valued man, the extraordinary 

qualities of him (killed from a primitive belief) are taken 

over. 

f. for anyone who gets a person under the age of  
twenty-one "hooked" on hard drugs. 

An overdose of strong drugs leads to death, and strong 

addiction to hard drugs makes addicts mentally and 

physically disabled; trouble for the addict, trouble for his 

relatives, trouble for the state. 

If someone, out of his own stupidity, falls into a strong 

addiction to hard drugs - he should be allowed to "enjoy" 

hard drugs at the expense of himself and his family, relatives 

and friends. But as a disabled person of any kind, he should 

not be charged to the state. Not in any variant. If there is 
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money for drugs - there is also money for detoxification 

(addiction treatment). Or not? 

Let's not go into details. 

 

Basic condition no. 9 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not persecute homosexuals. 

Let's say that every sexually mature person has the right to 

sexually satisfy themselves with any sexually mature person 

on a voluntary basis.  

In the Universe, music is what can be heard with which to 

understand both the visible and the invisible. The entire 

range of the audible corresponds to the range of the visible 

and the invisible: As it is in music, so it is in electro-

magnetic waves in the spectrum of light. 

We need to apply what we know in music to the range of 

light and we have 1188 examples of embodied intelligence. 

By the term "intelligence" I mean the work-production 

power of the brain. 

Every living being is one syllable of vibrations (colors): 

1. The basic color in the syllable (prime) 

     shows the level of intelligence (the higher the frequency,   

     the higher intelligence - the productive capacity of the    

     brain). 

2. The second color – (third) 

     shows the gender of the person: major third = male,  

     minor third = female). 

3. The third color – (quint) 

    shows libido (pure, enlarged or reduced). 

4. The fourth color – (septime) 

    shows affection towards know the State of things (big,   

    small or diminished). 

If in some living being the second vibration is not 

determined according to the body structure, or it is "neither 
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there nor here", that is, "both there and here", then we have 

cases where in a male body the second vibration is female 

(minor third), and is the second male vibration (major third) 

in a female body. Given that not every hypothalamus (brain 

area, which is responsible for the perineal tract) functions 

equally, we have men and women with more sensitive anus 

than some women's clitoris is sensitive. It means that 

someone who is undefined in terms of his energetic-

physiological structure is not guilty of being a homosexual. 

Real homosexuals "do not ring all the bells" that they are 

homosexuals.  

Social problems are caused by "fashionable homosexuals", 

i.e. careerists, who today want to present themselves as 

more educated, more cultured, more intelligent, more 

cosmopolitan, more pacifist, ... than people who are 

naturally settled; that is - as it should be by nature. 

That is, according to God, which is confirmed by 

intelligence, (which is proven by the polarizations on plus-

minus and male-female, the free will of all living beings and 

the Set of all possibilities that make sense; with which three 

impossibilities also go; so that the Absolute would make 

sense. Because if that were to be the case:  

1. something could be created from nothing, if that were  

    to be the case, 

2. plus and plus (magnets) attracted, if that would be the   

    case, 

3. The state of affairs can go backwards (as idiots   

    fantasize about traveling through time (which does not   

    exist)), then it would be absolutely meaningless.   

    Because of that: 

 

Basic condition no. 10 for admission to Confederation:  

that the state does not allow propagation of homosexuality. 
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In a homosexual relationship, there are all the outpourings 

of attention and tenderness, but also the inevitable burden on 

the members of the relationship, to maintain and support the 

relationship as a natural form of sexual pairing. The truth is 

this: if one man loves another man, it can be something like 

brotherly love, but if one man uses another man, in order to 

achieve an orgasm in a physical relationship with him, then 

both of them are mixed up the functions of men's bodily 

organs. 

It's the same with lesbians: if they stick rubber bands and 

cucumbers into each other's vaginas, then they are not 

mentally healthy, because instead of original organs they use 

bloodless objects; for pleasure that is complete only when 

living tissues are paired, not when poles and flesh are 

paired. So: "whoever likes what he likes", but not to 

promote something unhealthy as "better", when it is not 

even normal. 

However: people are primarily social beings and we should 

say for sure that homosexuality is a mental-physiological 

deviation if all people were selfless, peaceful and 

benevolent, but - people have never been like that: Today, in 

this socio-philosophically totally degraded civilization, two 

same-sex people do not always pair up because of same-sex 

sexual relations, but because they cannot live alone, and 

they do not want to live with "cattle", bully, a smelly, stupid, 

uncultivated person of the opposite sex; because they get 

along better with a person of their own sex. 

Therefore, peace-loving people are driven into same-sex 

unions not always by the possible mental-physiological 

deviance of themselves, but also by the cultural-sociological 

deviance of those who are counted as sexually healthy 

people, but in fact they are human scum; and they are a 

worse option for a life (primarily social) relationship, which 
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would be heterosexual with them, than the option for a life 

relationship, someone with whom the relationship would be 

homosexual. Anyone who is ready to attack homosexuals 

with sticks and "boxers" is not a peaceful person and is not 

good for a heterosexual relationship either: Today he would 

beat homosexuals, and when he "feels like it" he also beats 

the person of his heterosexual relationship. 

His heterosexual relationship is not healthy because of the 

way he is, who is ready to use violence to solve things both 

in matters of freedom of social life, and in matters of his, in 

his opinion, "healthy", social relationship. By the way - he is 

mentally incapable of understanding and will never admit 

that he, along with many others like him, "driven" someone 

into a homosexual relationship. 

What I said before about homosexuality should be valid 

within the framework of the socio-political community 

called the state. But since people are not selfless, peaceful 

and benevolent in terms of civilization, i.e. internationally, 

we have to look at homosexuality within a country from the 

standpoint of the social community called human 

civilization. This means: within the framework of the state, 

one must look at the rights and freedoms of all its citizens, 

but also at the obligations of all its citizens towards their 

state; from whom they expect the protection of their 

personal rights and freedoms. All this especially from the 

position of the state, which has already been enslaved, 

robbed, burned and bombed and which can expect it again; 

which must reckon with it and which must be defensively 

ready for it. 

Because homosexuals pretend to be pacifists, and as 

peacemakers they are not capable either within homosexual 

relationships, or even within the smallest socio-political 

community of their country, and especially not 
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internationally, to change something politically and to act in 

any way, because somewhere they are condemned to death, 

and as political they do not take the factors seriously; not as 

much as in countries that are favorable to homosexuals. And 

here we come to two things. 

The first thing is that within the state, homosexuals must be 

obliged both in the military and at work (in cases of 

emergency: floods, earthquakes, large fires, ...), as long as 

their country can be attacked by those who will rape them, 

homosexuals. , like all girls and women, because - "a hole is 

a hole!"; and for the sexual relief of the soldiers of the 

aggressor, and for the human devaluing of the population of 

the attacked human community. 

Another thing is that homosexuality would have to be 

protected from everyone in the world who approves and 

advocates it, not only from the country where they 

(homosexuals) live. 

Since homosexuals internationally and supra nationally act 

as pacifists out of selfish interests, and for their protection 

within one state they seek international help for them 

(homosexuals), in protecting their (homosexuals) rights and 

freedoms within the state in which they live, homosexuals 

should seek this as well. international guarantees that the 

country, they live in, will never be attacked militarily. 

And not that in the event of an attack on our country, we, 

who Homosexuals treat as primitives, have to defend it; And 

I know a sea of pacifists who don't even know how to mow 

the grass, let alone activate a machine gun. 

 

Basic condition no. 11 for admission to Confederation:  

that the state does not allow male homosexual couples to 

adopt children. 
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We must not rule out the possibility that a homosexual 

couple of men is thinking about the "future", so by adopting 

other people's children, they are raising new scumbags for 

themselves, Rosetten. Arschlöcher. It is quite possible that a 

homosexual couple of men will convince their adopted 

children that this is normal in life, that "dad" or "mom" 

shove their "penis" into their anus. Or to give those children 

their, "dad's" and "mom's" "tails" as pacifiers. It's not 

impossible. It's not unthinkable. It is not excluded. It 

happens. 

Let it be admitted that these assumptions of mine about the 

sexual abuse of children in a homosexual male couple can 

be somehow refuted, as a reason for prohibiting such 

couples from adopting children of heterosexual parents, but 

if such a couple, fundamentally unnatural, does not establish 

a natural family, there is no reason at all to it is allowed to 

have a negative influence in human society, by unnaturally 

building up the heterosexual family; by adopting children 

from the polarizations of living beings set by nature. 

Let the advocates of homosexuality and celibacy live 

homosexually with each other, but let them not forget that 

they were not born from homosexual relationships, but from 

heterosexual ones. Then ask them a basic question. 

"Do you homosexuals and sex-abstainers want other 

people's children in order to convert the species to 

homosexuality or in order to (again) selfishly satisfy the 

billion-year-old instinct of polarized relations between 

people in you; as in all living creatures? 

Homosexuality and celibacy would long ago have turned 

planet Earth into a planet of the plants. 

 

Basic condition no. 12 for admission to Confederation:  

that the state allows the free sale of all types of drugs and  
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opiates through stores registered for the sale of drugs and  

alcoholic beverages. 

If someone cannot learn from the experience of others that 

hard drugs are a disaster for the human body - let him enjoy 

them until his own death. And there is a noble solution for 

reducing opiates to the extent necessary for healthcare: 

To financially support the current producers of opiates, 

farmers, for the production of healthy food. With a note, that 

the state must, by its laws, by introducing the free sale of 

opiates, establish the unprofitability of smuggling them, and 

then by the judiciary and the police, by uncompromising 

application of Basic condition no. 8, point "b", to protect 

individual farmers from coercion, of any kind, to produce 

opiates.  

If opiate production stops and opiate smugglers disappear - 

the "attraction" of curious and mentally weak people to 

opiates will disappear. Or the number of them will be 

reduced to less and less; until even the stupidest people will 

understand that drugs are a voluntary condemnation of 

themselves to a quick death. 

 

Basic condition no. 13 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state allows all religions. 

God is one. How can a person explain to people - when they 

won't even think about it and when they are against the 

conversation in advance - that monotheism means observing 

all manifestations in the One "standing" outside of him/the 

One, and that polytheism means observing all 

manifestations in the One "standing" inside him/one? And 

then they are slaughtered because of the One who is "all in a 

pile", and viewed from two positions; outside and inside. 

Allowing all religions also means not forcing people to 

follow rituals and rules of belief in one human society, 
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which, according to some people's assumptions, are 

"pleasing to God". 

As if God needs the heart of a boy or a girl on the altar (by 

the Mayans, Incas, ...) or the blood of a lamb (by the ancient 

Jews). 

The supreme commandments of all religions are the same. 

This means that conversion from one religion to another, 

through "good faith" persuasion or force, makes no sense. 

The highest rewards for believers of all religions (not sects!) 

are the same in all religions. 

Such bigotry and wars between members of religions are 

proof that the heirs of the founders of the most accepted 

understandings and interpretations of God did not fully 

understand the essence and indisputability of God's 

existence, so this understanding is found today in a few 

people. And many people today, in religions, behave with 

interests, which have nothing to do with the essence of God. 

Does God, who does not wear any clothes or trousers, need 

the "worships of God's earthly representatives", who have 

rag pots on their heads and blankets on their shoulders, 

embroidered with gold, silver and silk threads; with sewn-on 

precious stones and mother-of-pearl? 

What kind of circus is it in churches? What robes did 

Buddha, Jesus, and Muhammad wear, and which robes do 

patriarchs, popes, bishops, cardinals, and lower ministers of 

God wear? 

Among some nations, one segment of teaching about God 

was proclaimed, among other nations others, but all had the 

same purpose: teaching people about the meaning of 

benevolence, i.e. about the purpose of not doing evil; no 

matter which living being. 

The source of all destructive teachings is human malice, and 

the undercurrent of that source is stupidity. 
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Basic condition no. 14 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state allows the sale of all religious, political and 

philosophical books in stores registered for the sale of 

books.  

This means that every person should be allowed to read 

every opinion about God. 

Interpretations of texts about God within the family, among 

acquaintances and friends are private matters. Whoever 

understands what from the texts about God, let him count in 

his profit. Since every man has the right to the truth and 

every man can fall into the delusion that he has learned the 

truth, the following four provisions are important: 

 

Basic condition no. 15 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not allow religious education of any 

denomination, neither in elementary, nor in secondary 

schools, nor in the police. Because children in primary and 

secondary schools do not have enough knowledge of the 

basic sciences (biology, physics, logic, ...) to be able to enter 

into an effective discussion with perhaps philosophically-

morally-religiously insufficiently qualified teachers and 

teachers. 

A policeman must certainly not maintain order and serve the 

state, on any basis of his religious or political opinions, 

convictions and (lack of) knowledge, but must act 

religiously and politically indifferent in his work. 

 

Basic condition no. 16 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not allow the propagation of religious 

views through private visits and gatherings in private 

premises.  

Sects are persuading their religious attitudes and their 

"knowledge" about God by visiting houses and apartments: 
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They take away people's private time, they do not present 

the "teachings" of other sects and world-wide religions, but 

only offer "their" notebooks and books. 

 

Basic condition no. 17 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state isolates for three years every human being who 

intentionally destroy a monument of a religious group or 

person. 

 

Basic condition no. 18 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state isolates for three years every human being who 

publicly or privately insult a religious belief or a religious 

group or person. 

 

Basic condition no. 19 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not give child allowance (money) to 

children above the number of three per parental couple. 

I personally do not approve of abortion, but I will not 

interfere in it, but only express the opinion that a high birth 

rate should not be supported. Here it means that the person 

entering into a new parental couple - the children from the 

previous one are also counted. I guess it is obvious to 

everyone that there are many of us, people, on this planet. 

 

Basic condition no. 20 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not allow people who have completed 

their working life to vote in political elections; they can be 

on the board chosen if they are in vital force. 

In the last seventy years of Serbia's political life, it has been 

seen that old people have no will, no strength and no interest 

in state politics. And in the poverty of Serbia, it is easy to 

manipulate them, with some small sums of money, some 

kind of financial aid. 
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This does not apply to all pensioners and old people, but 

since it is not possible to determine exactly from what year, 

someone's age, someone is not interested in this world and 

the politics of his country at all, I started from the fact that 

the Ministry of Military Defense of Serbia estimates 

physical incapacity of men (at the age of 60) and women 

(50) for military service to the state of Serbia. 

If someone wants to move the age of exclusion from the 

political life of the state up, let's say to 65 for men and 63 

for women, what are the years of their retirement - please! 

But once they are really harmful to the political life of the 

state, when they are corruptible and incapable, both 

physically and mentally, of opposing some harmful political 

administration of the state. 

And it goes so that old, disinterested people give their 

political votes to the harmful political administration of the 

state, or stand as a basis for manipulation of political votes. 

Next: Criminals, convicted over the age of 27, to forever be 

deprived of the right to vote politically. Here, it is enough to 

stand on the point of view that for people up to the age of 

27, criminal acts are counted as learning to live in society. 

But once they have to decide, whether they will live for the 

common good, with all the benefits and obligations, or 

whether they will be treated as enemies of the society they 

come from: Their citizenship cannot be taken away, but they 

can be taken away from their legal influence on the life of 

society. Who do evil with their criminal actions. A person 

who marries a person over the age of 27, who has been 

convicted of criminal acts, should also be deprived of the 

right to vote politically, because it is more likely that they 

will protect the interests and actions of their criminally 

active spouse, rather than the interests of society. 
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People older than 63/65 years can be politically elected to 

the state administration; although they remain without the 

right to a political vote. Which is essentially not a loss for 

them, because we follow that logic, that it is not moral to 

vote for yourself as, say, a candidate for the president of a 

party or state, and it is not even to be expected that you vote 

for a political opponent, because the team would admit that 

his opponent is, the company that chooses, a better option. 

 

Basic condition no. 21 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not allow voting to any person who does 

not know all the political programs of all the parties and 

politicians who go to the political elections. 

 

Basic condition no. 22 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state does not allow any political party and any 

politician, who has not crossed paths with the political 

systems of the twentieth and earlier centuries of this 

civilization, into the political election match. 

The world's number one misconception today is the belief 

that the prosperity of this civilization lies in the 

development of electronics and bio-genetics. The prosperity 

of this civilization lies in sorting out the situation in the 

heads. Of course, this is only possible where there is a mind 

(work-operational abilities of the brain): 

What do you do in an empty head? 

The fact that in the whole world the poor have been 

oppressed by the dictatorship of small-minded selfish 

people, who treat their frustrations with decadent enjoyment 

of material things, bodily excesses and counting money, 

which is "theirs" as much as immortality is theirs, means 

that the poor are intelligent enough to understand that 
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everything between people, nations and states must be 

placed in meaningful relationships. 

 

Only the philosophy of the "Fifth Epoch" establishes new 

relationships: http://www.iging-studio.ch/literatur.html  

So far, no epochal change has been initiated by someone 

philosophy (some idea), but every previous one is epoch-

making the change was subsequently analyzed 

philosophically and historically. But - the fifth epochal 

social arrangement is a matter of common sense philosophy. 

 

The epoch-making social institutions of this civilization are: 

1. barbarism, 

2. slave ownership, 

3. feudalism, 

4. capitalism and the upcoming 

5. humanism (dictatorship of humanity). 

 

The salvation of this civilization is where we never even 

looked for it: in the now deluded mind; who deceives 

himself that in leisure and abundance he will become 

himself again. 

We came to the understanding that the knowledge that we 

had to acquire, in order to see that it is not decisive, is not 

worth the so-called social superstructure -; namely 

knowledge for the production of material goods. Science has 

helped us, through technology, production and consumption, 

to understand ourselves as beings with a purpose, which 

(purpose) has nothing to do with ownership of the means of 

production, nor with capital. 

The spokesperson for the aspiration towards the fifth 

epochal social organization of this civilization, does not 

demand higher daily wages, nor higher monthly wages, nor 

http://www.iging-studio.ch/literatur.html
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ownership of the means of production, but demands honesty 

and the cessation of enrichment without work; cessation of 

enrichment without any connection with the production of 

material goods: 

"He is neither a worker, nor an entrepreneur, nor an investor, 

nor the owner of the means of production, and in the end all 

the money is with him." Because he is a banker: 

It is not just about money as a means of distributing 

enjoyment, because there is so much money and goods in 

this world that we would all quickly degenerate as enjoyers 

of something, but it is about the existential minimum and 

enabling the so-called spiritual education; at least to those 

who are mentally gifted and who want self-knowledge. 

Slave ownership is the exploitative political philosophy of 

the family and the city-state of the ancient world. 

Feudalism is an exploitative political philosophy of an 

individual within his tribe. 

Capitalism is the exploitative political philosophy of a 

nation; imperialist-minded on a planetary level. 

In all three levels of utilization of labor power, the profiteer 

is the individual; slave owner, feudal lord and capitalist. 

Communism of the twentieth century of this era and 

National Socialism are, declaratively, socially interesting 

political economies. But communism of the 20th century 

renamed itself the dictatorship of the proletariat. Because it 

realized that it was "far" from communism, and National 

Socialism in its political program "recognized" its 

imperialist aspirations of the type of capitalism of the 19th 

century. 

Today, the entire planet is a platform for the exploitation of 

people by corporate capitalism. 

Therefore, let us be free to conclude that, during the 

thousands of years of this civilization, only the platforms 
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and ways of exploiting people have changed; which changed 

thanks to the scientific and technological development of 

civilization, but the philosophy of today's multibillionaire 

and the philosophy of the slave owners of Babylon and 

Athena is the same. 

Epoch socio-political change, in the interests of cultured, 

moral and self-aware people, will only happen when people 

cultivate, civilize and become aware of themselves through 

their own aspirations and efforts, and not if they steal money 

from multibillionaires or kill bankers. 

Because the Earth Confederation has a basis and chances 

only with all cultivated, moral and conscious people of the 

entire planet. It means with all those who are intelligent 

enough to understand that physical-military violence is a 

primitive change of profit collectors, and not the 

establishment of the Epoch of Humanism; where 

enlightened capitalists and bankers will also live. 

 

Basic condition no. 23 for admission to Confederation: 

that the state, if it becomes a confederal state, allows that the 

president of the confederal state can only be a human being 

who knows all segments of the Absolute, i.e. who has 

understood the universal State of things and the purpose of 

the moral living of human beings, i.e. the well-being of the 

entire "man" species, on the basis of moral of the lives of 

human individuals. 

 

Basic condition no. 24 for admission to Confederation: 

The prime minister of a confederated state can only be a 

person who has been confirmed to possess the knowledge 

mentioned in point 23. 
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Basic condition no. 25 for admission to Confederation: 

If such a person does not exist in a country that is a 

candidate for entry into the Confederation Earth, or if such a 

person has died in a confederated country, and there is no 

qualified person from the people of that country for the 

position of its president, then a qualified person from 

another nation, another country must be appointed to the 

position of president of such a country. Because: persons 

who are moral enough to lead general state affairs in a 

confederated state are so moral that they will conduct all 

affairs everywhere in the interest of any nation, i.e. the 

Confederation Earth. 

    

Basic condition no. 26 for admission to Confederation: 

Education of all politicians of the entire Confederation of 

the Earth must be done with the philosophical literature 

"Metaphysics of the Fifth Epoch" 

http://www.iging-studio.ch/literatur.html  

Especially when we bear in mind the political-philosophical 

dilettantism of the Bamberger program of June 9, 1996. 

I have stated in many places that the entire philosophy of 

Europe for the last three hundred years is proof of the 

intellectual misery of Europeans. Let's start like this: 

Regarding drawing conclusions about plants and animals, 

we start from the first specimens, which we notice as 

different, compared to some others. And so, inductively, we 

obtain conclusions about species. 

We can conclude about a human community, as a 

community of intelligent individuals, by how much it is 

imbued with cooperation and how much selfishness. 

Cooperatives are evidence of an intelligent understanding 

that interpersonal cooperation and assistance strengthen the 

http://www.iging-studio.ch/literatur.html
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cooperative, and then in turn strengthen each cooperative 

member; both physically and financially. 

Selfishness is proof of the animal understanding of the den, 

the horde, the pack, ... 

Thousands of years ago, people rose to the level of 

cooperatives. There are no examples of selfish people 

anywhere, in any human community known in written 

history, so many that a specific human community could be 

treated as a social animal. 

When Herodotus mentions tribes, in which the sexual 

intercourse of human couples, i.e. gratification, took place in 

human settlements, in front of the eyes of passing 

inhabitants of the settlement, we cannot speak of the animal 

arrangement within the tribe, but of the primitiveness of the 

members of the settlement. 

So, we can talk about people's social arrangements, 

that within peoples and countries known in history and the 

present, cooperatives are dominant. 

Slave ownership and exploitation of the members, by 

instinct and refinement of the established cooperative 

communities of people, takes place where in the minds of 

the members of the human community, the pack reflex from 

the jungle and savannah works. 

What has changed over thousands of years? 

Only the political systems and the dominant religions within 

the people changed. 

First, religions determined politics, and today politics 

influence people's religious attitudes. 

The Earth Confederation is a project whose aspiration is to 

give politics and the so-called it places religion in one 

relationship expressed by the State of Things in the 

Universe, i.e. in one relationship with the concrete man, as 

an individual, which is inseparable from the Absolute, just 
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as the Absolute is not absolute without man; even a single 

one. 

The Bamberger Program of June 9, 1996 does not pay 

attention to the criminal acts and deeds of individuals of the 

genus, (tribe, nation, union) within the genus, (tribe, nation, 

union): Which is fine, because such things are settled by the 

laws of the states. But the Bamberger Program does not rise 

to a philosophical level above politics and religion. Why? 

Because not even the entire philosophy of Europe, for the 

last two and a half thousand years, has come close to the 

State of Things, so neither can the Bamberger Program: 

„Die Paneuropa-Union ist, als übernationale und 

überparteiliche Bewegung, den politischen Ideen und 

Idealen ihres Gründers, Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, 

treu verbunden. (1922.)“ 

First and then immediately - confusion! 

(... a non-political movement to the political ideas and ideals 

of its founder ... remained faithful.) 

The Pan-European Union, as a supranational and supra-

party movement, remained faithful to the political ideas and 

ideals of its founder (ideologist) Count Kalergi, but as 

things stood and stand - the count's idea was also religious, 

not only politically colored: 

"Pan" means whole, total, comprehensive and complete. 

Which countries have not been admitted to the EU to this 

day? 

Albania, Serbia, BiH, Montenegro, North Macedonia, 

Turkey, Ukraine, Russia, ... 

Why were they not accepted and who decides on this? 

Switzerland and the Vatican will not enter the EU. 

Why? Their citizens, i.e. politicians, know this. 

The first provision of the Bamberger program states this: 

The Paneuropa-Union declares itself to: 
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"Christianity as the soul of Europe; especially to the 

Christian image of the man", and "Pan-Europe fights against 

all tendencies that destroy the spiritual and moral strength of 

Europe: Nihilism, Atheism and immoral Consumerism". 

What did the ideologues of the founders and re-

programmers of Paneuropa know about the soul and 

Christianity, let's not think much, because it is readable in 

the whole reprogram, that they did not understand even a 

simple thing: that Nihilism is a philosophical deviation, 

Atheism is a religious deviation, Consumerism (?) is 

cultural and non-cultural. 

 

Confederation Earth will fight, with the Laws of the 

Confederate States, against crime, corruption in public 

services and against violence against children and people, 

but against Nihilism, Atheism, and the selfishness of 

conformists (Consumism) only by offering an irrefutable 

understanding of the absolute State of things (by which the 

philosophy of the whole of Europe in the last ten thousand 

years did not come close, so neither could Count Richard 

Coudenhove-Kalergi in 1922, or the ideologues of the 

Bamberg Program.) 

And it is quite understandable why Hitler banned the Pan-

European Union: because he and his financiers believed that 

they had a more "functional" variant of the fight against 

atheism, that is, against communism, that is, for the 

enslavement of the planet. 

 

"Metaphysics of the 21st century" is a philosophy that wants 

to hand over Confederation Earth to the management of 

people who are, first and foremost, connoisseurs of the State 

of things in totality, that is, philosophers, as Plato proposed, 

and only then politicians. 
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This means that in order to establish Confederation Earth, 

we do not need to have, not even the majority, let alone all 

citizens as valuable philosophers, but in the positions of 

political leaders of the confederated states, they cannot be 

philosophical dilettantes, at the level of those European 

politicians, who were delighted with the "Pan Europe" of 

1922. and the Bamberg re-Program from 1996. 

Which again means, as I have already said in one place, that 

the top rated philosophers of this world are responsible for 

all political state and interstate troubles in the world: 

If philosophers and theologians of any century had 

philosophies and theologies that would explain the 

Universe, the planet Earth, man in God (the Universe), man 

himself, as well as God (the Universe) in man, in a few 

minutes to every schoolchild, people would have long ago 

acquired the basics for life based on some other 

motivational norms. 

Of course, it cannot be expected that all lunatics and 

parasites now agree to the philosophy of humanity, but 

essentially it is only about two things, which can improve 

everything: 

 

1. do we have teachers who know the meaning of us humans 

in the Universe? and 

 

2. are we, in a sufficient majority, willing to accept the 

philosophy of humanity, or would we prefer it to remain this 

way. So whoever can steal what they can; or to please those 

who have already stolen a lot? 

Based on honest answers, we can decide whether we want 

the rule of humanity or we want occupation the position of 

those we consider responsible for our moral and material 

misery. In other words, are we all, regardless of our personal 
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bank balances, equal philosophical-theological-moral 

wretched people? 

If we are only for rotations in the positions of today's rulers, 

then the exploiters are no worse than the exploited, so let the 

exploited continue to serve the fools, die for them, flatter 

them, ... hoping to gain power, financial reserves, comfort, 

... 

 

Basic condition no. 27 for admission to Confederation: 

Confederation Earth must have its own army to fight 

against big gangs; which may be greater in number and 

more armed than the police of the confederated state, in 

which the criminal group is active. 

 

Basic condition no. 28 for admission to Confederation: 

The Confederation of the Earth must finance and maintain 

a defense system against large extraterrestrial bodies and 

possible existing extraterrestrial beings dangerous to the 

Confederacy of Earth. 
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The program for the establishment of the Earth 

Confederation is based on my philosophical trilogy of the 

5th Epoch of this civilization: 

 

 

all as PDF (for translations into all languages of the world): 

http://www.iging-studio.ch/literatur.html  

 

 

1. Metaphysics of the 21st century (Serbian)  

    ISBN 978-3-9523860-6-4 

http://www.iging-

studio.ch/dozivljaj%20savrsenog%20jedinstva.pdf  

 

2. Conversations with Aliens  (Serbian)  

    ISBN 978-3-9523869-2-6 

http://www.iging-

studio.ch/Razgovori%20s%20Vanzemaljcima.pdf  

 

 

3. Bipolar Universe  

    ISBN 978-3-9523860-8-8 (Serbian)  

http://www.iging-studio.ch/Dvopolni%20Univerzum%20-

%20komplet.pdf  
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YouTube Videolinks: 

 

Konfederacija Zemlja 

YouTube videolink:  

https://youtu.be/dymKl-kYZfg  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dymKl-kYZfg  

  

Konföderation Erde 

YouTube Videolink: 

https://youtu.be/MrmIdvCAaCY  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MrmIdvCAaCY  

 

Confederation Earth 

YouTube Videolink:   

https://youtu.be/qHIsLZPHoJw  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHIsLZPHoJw  
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